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Some de!nitions
(vowel)
• Trigger
The vowel which appears to (initially) determine the
harmonic feature value of other vowels in the word.

(vowel)
• Target
Those other vowels in the word.
(vowel)
• Neutral
Vowels that could be targets but aren’t (only evident
when they happen to disagree with the trigger).
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Neutral behavior
• Given a (left-right symmetrical) sequence:
trigger–(targets1)–neutrals–targets2,
targets2 may either have the same feature
value as neutrals (‘opacity’) or the same
feature value as trigger (‘transparency’).

•

(Note that targets1 must agree with trigger; this is the ‘myopic’
property of harmony, on which see Wilson’s talk.)

•

(I also ignore the possibility of neutrals reversing the
direction of harmony, on which see Bakovi" 2000.)
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Reasons for neutrality
• Lexical

Lexically-speci!ed nontargethood; e.g., the o of the

Turkish progressive -iyor, which must be [+round] and
[+back] despite harmony for these features.

• Phonological

Feature co-occurrence constraints sensitive to values of
the harmonic feature; e.g., [+low] vowels may not be
[+ATR], and so are neutral to [±ATR] harmony.
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Opaque behavior
• This is the kind of opacity that’s not di#cult

to account for with a surface-oriented theory.

• Agreement of targets

with neutral is the best

2

way to satisfy some AGREE(feat) constraint,
given that full satisfaction is not possible.

• E.g., / i

+•

$ • a • $ / % [ i+• e+• a • $ ]
= just one AGREE(ATR) violation.
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Transparent behavior
• This is the kind of transparency that is di#cult
to account for with a surface-oriented theory.

• Agreement of targets

2

with trigger is a terrible

way to satisfy some AGREE(feat) constraint, given
that full satisfaction is not possible.

• E.g., / u

+•

ä • i • ä / % [ u+• a+• i • a+]
= two AGREE(back) violations.
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Approaches to transparency
• Four basic approaches:
• Derivational
These three approaches have
an assumption in common
• Representational
that the fourth does not.
• Realizational
• “When harmony fails, markedness prevails.”
— silly rhyme imagined while reading Steriade (1981)
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The common assumption
•

What the derivational, representational, and
realizational approaches to transparency all have
in common is the assumption that the harmonic
feature value of targets2 is due to (non-local)
agreement (or not disagreement) with trigger.

• trigger–(targets )–neutrals–targets
1

2

130
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So what’s wrong with that?
“The very existence of transparent neutral vowels, on the other
hand, immediately raises a theoretical puzzle: why should the
doubly disharmonic [sequence with a transparent vowel] ever be
preferable to [a sequence with an opaque vowel], which has just
one disharmonic transition? The term “transparent” re&ects the
powerful intuition, which has guided many an analysis in di'erent
ways, that the e'ect of harmony somehow reaches “across” this
kind of neutral vowel. But how can such apparent “action at a
distance” be reconciled with the principle of locality on which so
many fundamental results in phonology depend? This has been one
of the central issues about vowel harmony from the beginning, and
has become more urgent still with the advent of OT […].”
9

Kiparsky & Pajusalu (2003:220)
6/23/06 12:55:03 AM

Approaches to transparency
• Derivational approaches
• Crucial derivational stage:
/ u+• ä • i • ä /

% | u+• a+• ɨ+• a+|

% [ u+• a+• i • a+]

• Confusingly, of course, this is the type
of opacity that’s di#cult to do …
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Approaches to transparency
• Examples of the derivational approach in OT
(plenty of examples in SPE-style phonology, natch):

theory
• Sympathy
Walker (1998/2000)
constraints theory
• Targeted
Bakovi" (2000), Bakovi" & Wilson (2000)
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Approaches to transparency
• Representational approaches
• Crucial representational move:
/ u• ä • i • ä / % [ u• a• i • a]
g
754
+
+

• Neutrals are ‘skipped’ by spreading.
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Approaches to transparency
• Examples of the representational approach

in OT (building on work in autosegmental phonology):

‘NOGAP’ constraint
• Violable
Akinlabi (1997); Ito, Mester & Padgett (1995)
featural domains
• Embedded
Smolensky (1994)
peaks’ representation
• ‘Twin
Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994), Pulleyblank (1996)
nonlocal anti-disagreement
• Explicitly
Pulleyblank (2003)
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Approaches to transparency
• Realizational approaches
• Crucial realizational assumption:
/ u• ä • i • ä / % [ u• a• i • a]
g
754^
+
+

• Neutrals are ‘una'ected’ by spreading.
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Approaches to transparency
• Examples of the realizational approach:
‘EXPRESS ’ constraints
• Violable
Cole & Kisseberth (1994, 1995), O’Keefe (2005)
[F]

and redundancy
• Contrast
Ní Chiosáin & Padgett (1997/2001)
spreading
• Syllable-to-syllable
Piggott & van der Hulst (1997), Piggott (2003)
relation b/w artic. & acoustics
• Quantal
Gafos & Benus (2003), Benus (2005), Benus & Gafos (2005)
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Strict locality argument
• Locality is violable in the representational

approach, but must be an inviolable output
constraint in the other two approaches.
(Else, why not just go representational?)

• And yet: transparent vowels, in at least

some cases, really don’t participate! Strict
locality is at odds with nonparticipation.
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Derivational reconciliation?
• Locality ends up being “violable” as a

result of being able to be hidden at an
intermediate stage of derivation.

• This reduces to the representational

approach: strict locality is maintained,
but not at the level that matters.
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Realizational reconciliation?
• This approach is contingent on several
debatable assumptions about:

• the role of contrastiveness in the

phonetic implementation of features, or

• the relation between articulatory events
and acoustic results.
18

Markedness prevails
• Disharmony (due to neutrals) triggers

emergent unmarkedness through local
conjunction (Kiparsky & Pajusalu 2003).

• Basic idea: if there is disharmony (due to
presence of neutrals), there must be

unmarkedness — where ‘unmarked’
happens to be agreement with triggers.
19

Finnish vowel inventory
–l
+l

+h
–h

[–back]

[+back]

i

ü

*(

u

e

ö

*õ

o

ä
[–round]

a
[+round]

20

[–round]

[+round]

Kiparsky & Pajusalu
• ‘Opaque’ candidate
• / u • ä • i • ä / % *[ u

+•

+

•

a+• i • ä ]

✴

AGREE(back) violation — [ a+• i ]

✴

*ä,*ö,*ü violation — [ ä ]

The latter conjunct violation can be avoided
by ‘transparency’ — [ u+• a+• i • a+])— which
is thus really just emergent unmarkedness.
21

Problematic issues
• Potential for nonuniformity
•

K&P assume that *ä,*ö,*ü is a uni!ed conjunct.
If e.g. *ö,*ü is a separate conjunct, then i,e are
predicted to behave opaquely w.r.t. a/ä!

• Other reasons for disharmony
•

Neutrals are not the only causes of disharmony!
E.g., disharmonic roots are also predicted to

provoke emergent unmarkedness (they don’t).
22

Desiderata of the analysis
• The relative markedness of ä, ö, ü must
be due to:

• the absolute markedness of ɨ, õ (hence

the absence of ɨ, õ from the inventory)

• the disharmony-causing presence of

neutral i, e (which are the would-be
harmonic counterparts of ɨ, õ).
23

Markedness relation
• Absolute markedness restriction:

[–low] ⋀ [–round] → [–back]
‘If [–low] and [–round], then [–back].’
(In other words: *ɨ,*õ.)

• Converse, relative markedness restriction:
[–back] → [–low] ⋀ [–round]
‘If [–back], then [–low] and [–round].’
(In other words: °ä,°ö,°ü.)
24

Finnish vowel inventory
–l
+l

+h

[–back]

[+back]

i

°ü

*(

u

e

°ö

*õ

o

*
*

–h

°ä
[–round]

a
[+round]

[–round]

[+round]

*V = absolutely marked vowel
°V = relatively marked vowel
*
V = neutral vowel
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Deriving relative markedness

• If a language with [±f]-harmony lacks
vowels banned by a constraint ℂ that

can be stated as [αg, βh, …] → [+f], then
disharmonic (nonvacuous) satisfaction of
ℂ activates ℂ’s converse ℂ,, which can
be stated as [+f] → [αg, βh, …].

• (Otherwise, ℂ, is inactive.)
26

Deriving relative markedness
1. “If a language with [±f]-harmony …”
Due to AGREE(f) ≫ IDENT(f).

•

2. “… lacks vowels banned by a constraint ℂ that can be
stated as [αg, βh, …] → [+f] …”
Due to IDENT(g), IDENT(h), … *[αg, βh, … –+f] ≫ IDENT(f).

•

3. “… then disharmonic (nonvacuous) satisfaction of ℂ …”
Due to *[αg, βh, … –+f] ≫ AGREE(f).

•

4. “… activates ℂ’s converse ℂ,, which can be stated as [+f] →
[αg, βh, …]. (Otherwise, ℂ, is inactive.)”
Wherever ℂ, may be in the hierarchy, it assigns violations
only to candidates conforming to (3).

•
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‘Transparency’ in Finnish
/ u+ä i ä /

°ä,°ö,°ü

*ɨ,*õ

*!

[ u+a+(+a+]
[ u+a+i ä ]

☞

AGREE
(back)

°!

[ u+a+i a+]
28

IDENT
(back)

***
*

*

**

**

Opacity in Khanty
/ u+ä i ä /
[ u+a+(+a+]

☞

*ɨ,*õ

AGREE
(back)

°ä,°ö,°ü

*!

IDENT
(back)

***

[ u+a+i ä ]

*

[ u+a+i a+]

** !
29

°

*
**

If- Yoruba vowel inventory
[+ATR]

–l
+l

+h
–h

i

u

e

o

[–ATR]

$

.
a

[–back]

[+back]

[–back]

[+back]

Absolute markedness:
/ [+high] % [+ATR], [+low] % [–ATR]
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If- Yoruba vowel inventory
[+ATR]

–l
+l

+h
–h

[–ATR]

i

u

*0

*1

e

o

$

.

*2
[–back]

[+back]

a
[–back]

[+back]

Absolute markedness:
/ [+high] % [+ATR], [+low] % [–ATR]
Relative markedness:
/ °[+ATR] → [+high], †[–ATR] % [+low]
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If- Yoruba vowel inventory
[+ATR]

–l
+l

+h
–h

*

i

°e

*

[–ATR]

u

°o

*0

*1

†

†

$

*2
[–back]

[+back]

.

a
[–back]

[+back]

Absolute markedness:
/ [+high] % [+ATR], [+low] % [–ATR]
Relative markedness:
/ °[+ATR] → [+high], †[–ATR] % [+low]
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‘Transparency’ in If- Yoruba
–

/a eie/

°e,°o

*ɪ,*ʊ

*!

[ a– $– 0– $– ]
[ a– $– i e ]

☞

AGREE
(ATR)

°!

[ a– $– i $– ]
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IDENT
(ATR)

***
*

*

**

**

Opacity in If- Yoruba
/ i+$ a $ /
[ i+e+2+e+]

☞

*ɐ

AGREE
(ATR)

†

ɛ, ɔ

*!

IDENT
(ATR)

***
*

[ i+e+a $ ]
[ i+e+a e+]

†

** !
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†

*
**

A tenuous connection
… with completely unrelated work of mine
(Bakovi" 2005ab, 2006ab).

/ si:t+d /
‘seated’

AGREE
(voi)

NO-GEM

[ si:td ]
[ si:tt ]

DEP

IDENT
(voi)

*!
*!

*

☞ [ si:t3d ]

*
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A tenuous connection
… with completely unrelated work of mine
(Bakovi" 2005ab, 2006ab).
… with completely unrelated workAGREE
of mine IDENT
°ä,°ö,°ü
*ɨ,*õ
/ u+(Bakovi"
i ä / 2005ab,
2006ab).
(back)
(back)
… with
completely
unrelated
work of mine***
[u
(
a
]
*
!
+ + +
(Bakovi" 2005ab, 2006ab).

…+with
[u
i ä ] completely
° ! unrelated work of
* mine *
(Bakovi" 2005ab, 2006ab).

☞ [ u+i a+]
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**

**

Cross-derivational feeding
•

In the English /si:t+d/ % [si:t3d] example, the
independent existence of voicing assimilation in
this context (/be0k+d/ % [be0k3d] ‘baked’) is
what justi!es epenthesis despite the di'erence in
voicing between [t] and [d].

•

In the Finnish example, the independent existence
of (complete) backness harmony is what justi!es
disharmony between [i] and [a+] despite the lack
of agreement between [u+] and [i].
37

Cross-derivational feeding

•

Viewed in this light, the basic insight of the derivational
approach to transparency may be able to be maintained.
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Prospects

• “When harmony fails, markedness prevails.”
•

What this silly rhyme actually refers to is Steriade’s (1981)
treatment of examples of parasitic harmony. (See Hansson’s
talk for a very interesting example & analysis.)

•

Consider e.g. Yawelmani [Yowulmne] Yokuts rounding
harmony, which is parasitic on [±high]:

•
•
•

[+high] vowels are [+round] after [+high, +round]
[–high] vowels are [+round] after [–high, +round]
Otherwise, markedness prevails: noninitial vowels,
whether [+high] or [–high], are [–round].
39
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